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National Dementia
Carers’ Day 2016
Sunday 11th September
It’s time to recognise and share what
it means to be a dementia carer.
National Dementia Carers’ Day is a UKwide awareness day, falling within World
Alzheimer’s Month, and will take place this
year on Sunday 11th September.
There are around 800,000 people today
living with dementia, many of whom are
cared for by loved ones, friends and other
important people in their lives. National
Dementia Carers’ Day has been created
to recognise and celebrate the vital role of
informal dementia carers.

National Dementia Carers’ Day has been
founded by a coalition of partners, including
Dementia UK, Alzheimer’s Society and
SweetTree Home Care Services. The founders
are all dedicated to improving quality of life
for those living with dementia, but also the
quality of life of those caring for a loved one
living with the condition.

Join in and support National
Dementia Carers’ Day.
Find out more at:
www.nationaldementiacarersday.org.uk
@Dementia_Carers

Community living: A care farm near you
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Foreword

by Barry Sweetbaum
Welcome to the latest edition of Sweet Life – a forum for the
SweetTree team to share important insights and developments
within the care sector, but also their experience of caring for
those with age related frailty, dementia, a brain injury, learning
disability, neurological condition or palliative care need.
There’s a French saying which translates to ‘the more things change the
more they stay the same’. For me this phrase reflects precisely how things
work within the care sector. While significant advancements are being
made, the true essence of what it means to care will never change, it will
always come down to people - those in need of care and those delivering it.
In this edition of Sweet Life we are looking at quality of care; what it means
and how advancements in technology, modern therapies and new thinking
around care planning and delivery can have a positive effect on individuals
living at home and in the community.
Anyone who knows me will be aware I am a passionate believer that quality care
can make a huge difference, regardless of someone’s level of need or dependency.
‘Quality care’ is about compassion, understanding and getting both the people
and practice right. This for us, comes down to employing team members who
truly understand our core values and have a passion for developing themselves
in order to achieve the greatest outcomes for those they care for.
That said, I believe that if you can combine great people with the latest thinking
and best practice, as we do at SweetTree, amazing outcomes can be achieved.
We hope you find this second edition of Sweet Life an enjoyable and informative
read. And as always we welcome your feedback. Thank you for reading.

Barry

Barry Sweetbaum
Founder
barry.sweetbaum@sweettree.co.uk

sweettree.co.uk

To subscribe to future editions
of Sweet Life please email us at
sweetlife@sweettree.co.uk
or contact the office on
020 7624 9944.
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Identifying

Three surprising questions to ask about quality care

quality care

What makes up ‘quality care’?
More than you’ll find in a brochure, says SweetTree.

W

hen a new employee joins the
SweetTree team, they sign a
commitment to the SweetTree Charter;
a list of promises including that they
will treat people with respect, embrace
individuality, support self-expression, and
promote freedom of choice for the clients
they work with. The first promise of the
Charter is to “provide the highest quality
of care and support possible”.
“There are many important elements of caregiving
that come together to deserve the term ‘quality care’,” says
Director of Operations and SweetTree co-founder,
Nicki Bones.
The Care Quality Commission (CQC) can confirm that
the SweetTree service is caring, effective, safe, responsive,
and well-led. Client families reported to the Commission

that they are impressed with the quality of SweetTree
staff, that they feel involved in care decisions, and that
their questions are always answered.
“But in addition to this feedback, there are other things
that define truly ‘quality care’ and these things can only be
measured by the people we serve.
“Things like honesty, empathy, understanding
someone’s emotional needs and having respect for who
they are.”
“There’s nothing glossy about receiving care, no
matter how high quality it is and it’s disingenuous to
pretend that there is. No one wants to have to rely on
somebody else to live comfortably in their own home.
No one wants to require help to meet their daily goals.”
“But if we can understand this as carers – if we can
bring a genuine desire to improve a person’s quality of life
into our work and a will to make the care right for them –
then we can say we are delivering on our promise, as set
out in the SweetTree Charter. Quality is not an act, it’s a
daily habit, and we’re proud of the care we provide.”

Will I like you?

What have you learned lately?

“It is so important to match personalities to ensure a
positive working relationship is built between the support
worker and the client” Nicki says. “It’s your house, your
lifestyle, and we should live by your rules.”

“We’re wary of any support worker who brings
to their profession an attitude of ‘This is the way
things should be done’,” Nicki says.

Following your free SweetTree care assessment,
you’ll be matched with the support team member who
best suits your lifestyle and care needs, and you and your
family can meet this person in advance of your care. If
you don’t think you’ll get on with your chosen caregiver,
we’ll look for someone else. “Quality care comes from
understanding that one size never fits all,” Nicki says.

What about my hats?
“When choosing your care provider, you aren’t just
trusting them to help you maintain your health, your
lifestyle, and your wellbeing,” says Nicki. “You’re also
trusting them to help you maintain who you are.”
“Ask every provider you meet how they plan to achieve
this,” she says. “If you love making hats, ask them: ‘How will
you help me continue to make hats?’ If you love gardening;
‘How will you help me stay connected to the garden?’
“Person-centred care is about embracing individuality
and putting your choices at the centre of your care, but this
means more than your meal choices. Your care provider
should want to know your goals and aspirations, your
hobbies and interests – who you are is just as important as
how you are and what you want” says Nicki.

“Best practice in the care sector is changing all the
time. We stay on top of the latest research because it
informs us of what else we can do to help our clients.
Last year we participated in University College London
research into Cognitive Stimulation Therapy for clients
with dementia (read more on pg. 8), and now we’re
integrating those findings into our care because, quite
simply, it’s improving people’s lives.

“It’s your house, your
lifestyle, and we should
live by your rules”
“Providing quality care is about being a learning
organisation,” Nicki adds. “Learning to do new things,
learning from your mistakes, learning to understand what
else is going on in the world that might make your own
work more effective. From our occupational therapists
and clinical psychologists expanding their knowledge,
to our care staff completing their Care Certificates and
further training, we’re always learning.”

Identifying Quality Care:
Questions to Ask
Choosing a care provider is an extremely important
decision, and you should always speak to more than
one company before making your choice. On the
SweetTree website you’ll find a detailed Home Care
Provider Checklist to assist you in your research.
It includes key questions to ask, such as:
– Does the agency provide 24-hour on call service?
– Does the agency carry out regular quality assurance
reviews?
– Can I see the latest Care Quality Commission report?
– Can I speak with existing clients about their
experience?
– What will happen if I’m not happy – can I speak to
the boss?
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Nicki Bones,
Director of Operations
nicki.bones@sweettree.co.uk
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The SweetTree
Academy

Why I care…..
Dean Bosher, SweetTree’s dementia
service manager

– Training for Quality

Dean Bosher has been a member
of the team at SweetTree since
2011. As dementia service
manager he has responsibility for
the smooth day-to-day running of
the specialist dementia care team.
Dementia care provided by SweetTree is focused on
providing holistic, high quality, person-centred care
that support clients and their families. Team members
understand the challenges that families can face
following a diagnosis, but also recognise that with
professional support and the right care team, individuals
can remain active and fully supported at home.
As much importance is placed on supporting families
through the progression of dementia as is placed
on supporting clients, as the health and happiness of
family caregivers is critical to the wellbeing of a loved
one with dementia.

“High quality training
is one of SweetTree’s
great strengths,”
says Learning and
Development Manager,
Michael Beresford.
“Helping people reach
their full potential
underpins everything
we do, and that includes
training and supporting
our team.”
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Michael head’s up the SweetTree
Academy – SweetTree’s in-house care
training school.
Through the Academy, team
members are supported through
the Health Education England,
Skills for Care, and Skills for Health
‘Care Certificate’, to grow the skills
that make up the provision of
compassionate, safe, and high quality
care and support. These include
skills in communication, duty of care,
managing privacy, safeguarding
adults, and understanding fluids
and nutrition.
“Our training is run by each
of the SweetTree departments,
so our team members are
learning from support managers,
nurses, occupational therapists,
physiotherapists, and other
experienced professionals,”
Michael says.

The Academy also provides
additional specialist training for
SweetTree team members in stoma care,
in understanding behaviour in people
with brain injuries, and in working with
people who have learning disabilities,
epilepsy, and autism. It offers Positive
Behaviour Support training, Gold
Standards Framework End of Life
Care for People with Dementia – even
training in Jewish culture and living.
“We attract people who simply
want to be better carers,” Michael says.
“SweetTree is increasingly being seen
as a leader in delivering high quality
care. People are coming to work for us
because they know they can access
accredited, recognised training of the
highest standard.”

Here, Dean reveals all about how he first entered the care sector,
what he thinks it takes to be a carer and how rewarding it can be.
How long have you worked in the care sector?

What is the hardest thing?

I started working in a private care home when I was 17
and have now been working in the sector for over 25
years. My mother was a sheltered housing officer
so I had been around care homes all my school life.

The death of a client is always very hard. We build strong
relationships with our clients and to lose them is always
difficult. The only comfort we can take is knowing that
we have helped improve their life and been there for
them when they most needed it.

What do you most enjoy about your job?
I feel very passionately about the role that high quality
care can play in helping people with dementia to continue
to enjoy life. A dementia diagnosis can be challenging and
confronting, the right care and support can make such a
difference to the whole family.
I feel honoured to work with people affected by
dementia, and my greatest passion has always been
ensuring that those we support continue to life a full
and active life. I truly believe that people can live well
with dementia - and it’s my job to ensure they do!

What is a typical day like for you?
There is no such thing as a typical day! It can be a
challenge but making a difference in someone’s life means
it is also very rewarding.

020 7624 9944

Dean Bosher
Dementia Service Manager
dean.bosher@sweettree.co.uk

sweettree.co.uk

What does it take to be a carer?
Sadly, one of the biggest challenges faced by those
working in the care profession today is how undervalued
they can be. Being a carer is often viewed as a job that
just about anybody can do, but that’s simply not the
case. Without carers our loved ones would not have the
support they need. The job carers do goes far beyond
simply carrying out domestic tasks.

Carers don’t enter the profession for the pay
cheque, they do it to make a difference and
because they are caring, understanding people.
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“There’s a lot of
laughter. It helped all
of us know we are
in the same boat”

The
best
of
it
all
Better memory scores. Increased communication.
Improved moods. No side-effects.

C

ognitive Stimulation Therapy,
commonly referred to as
‘CST’, is a therapy used with
dementia clients that is turning
heads around the world.
CST is a program that brings
together reminiscence, reality
orientation, validation and
sensory stimulation. It is a tool
that can support the management
of people with dementia that is
gaining increased attention in care,
psychology, and neurology circles.
The UK Government’s
National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) officially
recommends CST as a treatment
for people with mild to moderate
dementia of all types – regardless of
any dementia drug treatment that
a person may be undergoing . It is
the product of many years of study
by researchers at University College
London and Bangor University, and
SweetTree was proud to be involved
in a 2015 pilot study of an individual
CST platform.

facilitated activities, each designed
around a different theme, such as food,
current affairs, travel, art, or music.

What is it?

“CST uses all the validated therapies
in dementia care, in one easy-tofollow package,” says SweetTree
Admiral Nurse, Rikki Lorenti. “Once
people have experience of it, they
quickly learn how valuable it can be.”

CST in its simplest form is a sevenweek group therapy for people with
mild to moderate dementia. Group
members meet twice a week for one
hour, and participate in a series of
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“CST is based on the philosophy
and understanding that the brain
is like a muscle, it needs to be
excercised” says Dr Aimee Spector a
qualified Clinical Psychologist with
extensive expertise in psychological
interventions for people with
dementia, having founded and
developed CST.
“Obviously, when people get
dementia, they don’t use their brain
in the same way they once did,”
Aimee says. “CST involves several
different types of activities designed
to engage the brain in different skills.
In addition to the stimulation, CST
gives participants a social context
and a social experience. Our trials
have shown that the therapy can
lead to significant improvements in
people’s cognition – things like their
memory and language – and also in
their quality of life.”

What does it
look like?
A typical group Cognitive Stimulation
Therapy session will include five
or six group members, who will be
welcomed to the session by name,
and reminded of the previous week’s
activities. The group will have chosen
a name for themselves, as well as a
group song, which is played or sung
together after a brief ‘getting-toknow-more-about-you’ pass-the-ball
session. The group will then briefly
discuss the day, month, year, season,
and location of the day’s session using
a whiteboard, and chat about recent
events or news over a cup of tea.
The main activity of the session will
take about 25 minutes, and will focus
on a group task or game designed to
stimulate a specific area of cognition.
“CST is very much about sharing
opinions, not facts,” Rikki explains.
“Activities are designed to broaden
discussion, encourage positive
reminiscence, and to engage
participants in individual decision
making while interacting with one
another.” Some activity examples are
on this page.
After the main activity, the group will
summarise the day’s discussions, be

020 7624 9944

encouraged to give feedback about the
session, and be individually thanked
for attending and contributing. The
group song will be sung again, and
everyone will be reminded of next
week’s session.

What are the outcomes
of CST?
Research into the effects of CST have
shown that the therapy can lead
to significant benefits in people’s
cognitive functioning, and can make
a significant impact on language
skills such as naming, word-finding,
and comprehension. According to
the University College London team,
analysis also suggests that for larger
improvements in cognition, CST
has the potential to be equally as
effective as several dementia drugs.
Following CST trials, participants
reported improvements in mood
and increases in confidence and
concentration.
“We just enjoyed ourselves,” reported
one participant. “There’s an awful lot of
laughter.” “It helped all of us know we
were in the same boat,” said another.

What happens after
seven weeks?
Following the successes of the sevenweek group CST program, the original
research team conducted further
study to develop a longer-term
‘Maintenance CST’ platform. This
consists of 26 weekly sessions, to be
attended after the completion of the
original CST program. Maintenance
CST has been found to offer
continued benefits to participants
and continued positive impact on
quality of life.

sweettree.co.uk

Does CST have to be
conducted in a group?
In 2015, a one-to-one version of CST,
called ‘iCST’ was trialled. SweetTree
was involved in the trial, and some of
our clients volunteered to participate in
the sessions. These ran for 30 minutes,
three times a week, for 25 weeks , and
involved a modified version of the CST
group activities, undertaken between a
client and caregiver.

Try these CST
activities for
yourself:
Look at the faces below. Who is
the most attractive? What do they
have in common? What do you
think about today’s fashion?

Changes in the cognitive function
of trial participants were not as
significant in the individual program
as seen in the group format, but
people did report an improvement
in their relationship with their carer
after taking part in the program.
Similarly, carers reported higher
quality of life following the therapy.
“We are now integrating iCST
techniques into the care of some of
our clients with dementia,” Rikki
says, “and we’re monitoring the
efficacy of that ourselves.”

How can I access CST?
SweetTree is working with UCL
to introduce group CST sessions to
clients and members of the public at
the SweetTree base in North London.
Until then, SweetTree Admiral
Nurse Rikki Lorenti is glad to act as a
guide on how to access CST in your
local area. He can be contacted via
admiralnurse@sweettree.co.uk or 020
7644 9554, and is happy to answer
any questions about this new therapy.

Look at the art below. Which is the
colour that you first notice? How
does it make you feel?

Rikki Lorenti
Admiral Nurse
admiralnurse@sweettree.co.uk
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Switched-on
living

Embrace the possibilities
of technology in care,
and connect with new
opportunities for living well.

SweetTree founder
Barry Sweetbaum
makes no secret of
that fact that he’s
passionate about the
future and the role
technology can play in
improving a person’s
quality of life.
“We want to help people live
fulfilled and meaningful lives, and
every day there are new ideas and
innovations emerging that promise
to help people live more comfortably
and independently in their own
homes.” says Barry
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From the latest thinking in
telecare and home sensors that
report health data, to inventions
such as Pixie Pads that automatically
detect and report urinary tract
infections (www.pixiescientific.
com), the variety of new devices on
offer to improve and enhance the
experiences of individuals in the
community is very exciting indeed,
he says.
“But as good as emerging
technologies are, powerful
technology that can change lives is
already here and freely available. We
need not look to the rocket science
of the future to change lives. Often
its simple things like a dinner plate
to designed to help people eat more
independently which can make a
huge difference in the day (see www.
eatwellset.com) and high-tech sheets
(to make rolling over in bed simpler,
check out www.thesnoozle.com) are
transforming people’s lives.”
“The care sector is behind in its
uptake of digital technologies that
were new five or even ten years ago,”
he says.

Barry says you can have seeds
and plants delivered directly to
your door, in time to invite family
or friends around for a fun day of
planting or ask a SweetTree care team
member to help with this.
“One of the most important questions
we can ask people in our care is,
‘What is your dream?’ Barry says.
‘If you could do anything at all, what
would it be?’ We get some interesting
answers: Riding motorbikes, visiting
Borneo, going to the Opera, seeing the
grandchildren.”
“Thanks to today’s technology,
we can set up Skype video
conversations with family and keep
in touch with people all over the
world via Facebook. For a client who
wanted to visit Borneo, we were able
to help make this happen by taking
a virtual tour of Mount Kinabalu
over the internet. Similarly the
Metropolitan Opera House in New
York shows many of its operas live
online for all to enjoy.
Enjoying amazing experiences
like this does not require difficult to

use or expensive technology. Armed
with an IPad, computer or mobile
phone, people, young and old can
easily be transported straight from
their home anywhere in the world
with the click of a button.
In the 21st Century almost
anything is possible. The problem is
that people living with limitations
often assume that they will never
again access some of the things
that they most love, so they don’t
mention them. It’s our responsibility
to highlight the possibilities for those
in our care.”
Many people and carers
unfortunately don’t know where
to start and the thought of sitting
down with a relative teaching them
how to use the internet often evokes
feelings similar to teaching your son
or daughter to drive. Oh no, never
again. “That’s what SweetTree is here
for!” Barry says. “We have a dedicated
IT facilities manager to worry about
all of the set-up, and our support
workers are on-hand to make access
in the moment as easy as possible.”
“The impact of a little technology
in the day can truly be life-changing,”

he says. “If only carers remember to
think of it, and to see its possibilities.”
An enthusiasm for integrating
technology into care does come with
caution, Barry adds.
“There is an important point
to make about the difference
between empowerment and
disenfranchisement,” he says. “If
you use technology for technology’s
sake, then you’re at risk of
disenfranchising somebody; you’re
solving a problem that doesn’t exist.
Don’t set up Skype conversations
with family if family are able to
come and visit and likewise don’t
shop online for your loved one if
going out to the shops gives them
a good reason to leave the house,
stretch their legs and get some well
needed exercise.
“Technology is empowering
when it solves problems that do exist.
Identify problems and opportunities
first. Get creative in your thinking.
Then look at how available technology
might change someone’s life.”

“Tools such as Skype, internet
shopping, live streaming – when
introduced into the homes of the
people in our care – can have a
significant impact on their quality
of life.”
For people who find outings
to the supermarket challenging
(or those who have never enjoyed
grocery shopping), online shopping
with Ocado, Tesco, Sainsbury’s, or
any other store of their choice, can
mean better use of their leisure time.
Instead of a two-hour outing to the
shops with their support worker,
they may choose a 20-minute online
shopping experience at home,
followed by an outing to the park.
For keen gardeners whose
mobility might limit visits to the local
garden centre, Barry suggests Suttons
Seeds website which is a really
enjoyable site to browse and can even
help you plan your garden with its
online ‘Vegetable Garden Planner’
(www.suttons.co.uk).

020 7624 9944

sweettree.co.uk
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“If I could live my life over,
I would change almost nothing”

Measuring satisfaction
Environmental
Quality
Financial
Conditions
Social
Support

Health
Leisure Activities

Life
Quality

Life
Satisfaction
Social
Interactions

Cultural
Factors
Health and Social
Services
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shops. It means remembering the
name of a friend, or getting all the
shopping done and cooking a meal.
For someone else it means a great
interaction with their carer, helping
the kids with their homework, or
going for a swim. Quality of life is
completely subjective. We all define
it differently.”
And this is good news says
consultant clinical psychologist who
advises the SweetTree Brain Injury
Service, Sonja Soeterik. “It’s a person’s
perception of their own quality of
life that matters most,” she says.
“A brain injury can be
completely life-changing,” Sonja
says. “You might have to adjust not
only to changes in your physical
abilities, such as speech or walking

“The injury can totally shake up
the life someone had and their new
life after a brain has new challenges
for them” Sonja says. “People in this
position can need help rediscovering
what they value, and what they
want, and how to take a fresh
perspective on their life.”
Quality of Life measurements
can be a useful tool for individuals,
their families, and their carers to
pinpoint how someone sees their life.

The Quality of Life after
Brain Injury (QOLIBRI) scale is an
evidence-based questionnaire that
provides a profile of ‘health-related
quality of life’ in domains typically
affected by brain injury. Clients of
SweetTree’s Brain Injury Service
complete the questionnaire to inform
their Support Plan, their support
workers, and the way their support
is delivered.
Examples of questions in the
QOLIBRI include, “How satisfied are
you with your speed of thinking?
How satisfied are you with the way
you look? How satisfied are you with
your ability to run your personal
finances? How bothered are you by
feeling bored?”
“Asking people to rate their
own quality of life recognises that
they’re on a journey,” Erika says. “It’s
empowering for both the person
with the injury and their carers. It
helps us understand if our methods
of care are effective, if the goals we
are setting are reasonable.”

“Living with a brain injury
is a seven-day-a-week job from
which you never retire,” Sonja says.
“Everything requires effort; from
walking to eating to talking to
thinking. Nothing is happening on
autopilot in the way it once did.
“Lots of people think the brain
is like a muscle – that you have to
use it to build it – but fatiguing an
injured brain with an overload of
goals and tasks is not going to work.
You don’t train for a marathon by
running a marathon. Sometimes
improving quality of life for someone
rehabilitating after a brain injury
means understanding and balancing
the real rehab goals with real life
needs and the value of the occasional
Duvet Day: Take a
break. Rest. Start
again tomorrow.”

Erika Turner
Director of Brain
Injury Service
erika.turner@sweettree.co.uk

Try it Yourself:

Functional
Abilities

Improving quality of life for people with a brain injury requires research,
new perspectives, and the occasional duvet day, say SweetTree specialists.
‘Quality of life’ might seem like
a blurry idea. It’s hard to define,
hard to see, and it’s over-used in the
advertising industry to the point of
meaninglessness (see the “Quality
of Life Toothbrush Holder – £30
plus postage”), but the importance
of understanding the meaning of
‘quality of life’ in a care context
cannot be brushed off.
SweetTree’s mission is to assist
our clients, team members, and the
wider community to achieve the
“highest quality of life possible,” so
what does this mean?
“It means getting out of bed,
and having a reason to get out of
bed” says Erika Turner, Director of
SweetTree’s Brain Injury Service. “It
can be as simple as going to the local

SweetTree’s
mission is to assist
our clients, team
members, and the
wider community to
achieve the “highest
quality of life
possible.”

or swallowing, but also to significant
changes in memory, planning skills,
and emotion regulation. On top of
this, you’re probably not working,
which means you have more time
but less money, and your social
networks are also in shift: you’re
likely seeing more of the people
in your rehab team than your old
motorcycling buddies.”
The need to reconnect with
what really matters to you, ‘who you
are’, and your values, are challenges
that often follow a brain injury,
Sonja says, and all the while your
family, friends, and colleagues are
adjusting to your new reality as well.
All of these factors can affect your
perception of your quality of life.

020 7624 9944

The Satisfaction With Life Scale is for all people, not just
people with brain injuries and is used to measure changes
in life satisfaction. Authors of the scale say, “There is no
one key to life satisfaction, but rather a recipe that includes
a number of ingredients. With time and persistent work,
people’s life satisfaction usually goes up.”
Strongly
Disagree
(1 point)

Disagree
(2 points)

SATISFACTION WITH LIFE SCALE
Below are five statements with which you may agree
or disagree. Using the 1-7 scale below, indicate your
agreement with each item by ticking the appropriate box.

Slightly
Disagree
(3 points)

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
(4 points)

Slightly
Agree
(5 points)

Agree
(6 points)

Strongly
Agree
(7 points)

In most ways my life is
close to ideal
The conditions of my
life are excellent
I am satisfied with my
life
So far I have gotten
the important things I
want in life
If I could live my life
over, I would change
almost nothing

sweettree.co.uk
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card. He is engaged in conversation
about the beach and reassured that
he is not travelling to the zoo. He
listens to The Beach Boys and looks
at the surfing magazines that were
brought along.

DRIVING NEW BEHAVIOUR
with changed thinking

3. Being reactive with calming
strategies: If Gary is becoming
increasingly distressed, the trip will
pause at a familiar stopping place that
was discussed before the journey.
Verbal and non-verbal calming
strategies are used, according to what
the support team knows Gary likes
and responds to. In time, he does calm,
and returns to following his journey
to the seaside on his route card.

People with learning disabilities around the world are
overcoming challenging behaviour, thanks to the revolution
that is Positive Behaviour Support.
Gary is 32 years old, and lives
with a complex learning disability.
He is a fictional person, used as
an example for the sake of this
article. Gary wants very much to
go to the beach, but car journeys
can be challenging for him. In his
past experiences in the car, he has
showed signs of stress, rocked back
and forward, tried to get out of his
seat, and repeatedly banged his head
against the passenger window.

The old thinking
There are few people who will
be unfamiliar with the concepts
of reinforcement and punishment.
Behave well, and you’ll get an
ice cream at the seaside. Behave
otherwise, and you won’t get to the
seaside.
Consequence-based behaviour
management – the reinforcement
or reward of desired behaviour,
and the punishment of unwelcome
behaviour – is a cornerstone of how
our society functions; from school
rules to road rules to basic parenting
practice. But when it comes to
managing the challenging behaviour
of people with a learning disability,
consequence-based intervention hits
a road-block: It doesn’t work.
“There are two problems with
taking a consequence-based approach
to behaviour displayed by people
with a learning disability,” explains
consultant clinical psychologist, Sonja
Soeterik.
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“First, you can only respond to a
behaviour in this model after it has
been displayed. It doesn’t help people
not to do it in the first place or learn
what they should do instead. Second,
people with a learning disability may
fully understand the consequences of
their behaviour and feel bad about it,
but be impulsive and not be able to stop
themselves from displaying it anyway”
For people with a learning
disability, expressions of ‘challenging
behaviour’ might include aggression,
self-injury, withdrawal, and
disruptive or destructive behaviour.
People with a learning disability who
also have communication difficulties,
sensory impairments, sensory
processing difficulties and physical
or mental health problems (including
dementia) may be more likely to
develop behaviour that challenges.
“Challenging behaviour is
anything that stops a person
from being able to do the things
they want to do in their life,” says
Positive Behaviour Support and
Autism Service Manager, Sarah
Taie. “Behaviour that gets in the
way of them being able to grow and
experience and learn as a person.”

Enter PBS.
Positive Behaviour Support
(PBS) is an approach to behaviour
management that has its roots in
research of the late 90s and applied
behaviour analysis. In 2007 it received
renewed attention, and PBS is now
recommended as best-practice by a
wide range of psychiatry, psychology,

“PBS is a hot topic in the care
sector, but I don’t think it has been
adopted widely enough,” Sarah
says. “We get calls from social
workers to ask if they can access
the SweetTree Behaviour Support
Plan because they see how well
their client is responding to it.
We’ll share anything that helps the
person in our care.”

education, and NHS bodies with an
interest in managing challenging
behaviour in a host of communities;
among them people with learning
disabilities, people with a brain injury,
and people with dementia.

What is it?
One simple idea is at the heart of
understanding Positive Behaviour
Support: That all behaviour is
communication.
“Every individual displays
their behaviour for a reason,”
Sarah explains. “It’s our job to try to
understand how a person’s behaviour
is expressing what they want. We
need to work out what their need is,
and how it’s not being met.”
At the beginning of a client’s
relationship with the SweetTree
Positive Behaviour Support and
Autism Service, their support
manager will speak with them, their
family, their friends, and their other
support service providers to uncover
what they like, what they don’t like,
what calms them, and what triggers
their anxieties.

“It’s our job to try to
understand how a
person’s behaviour
is expressing what
they want.”
020 7624 9944

In Gary’s case, because his
support team has been trained in
Positive Behaviour Support, they
speak with his network and learn
that he enjoys being at the beach,
but not the zoo; that he dreams of
surfing but dislikes unfamiliar routes
in the car; that he dislikes stopping at
red lights, but likes listening to The
Beach Boys. All of this important
information will come together to
create Gary’s Positive Behaviour
Support Plan.
PBS empowers caregivers and
individuals to take a proactive
approach to preventing challenging
behaviour. It helps individuals,
families, and support workers identify
the antecedents to challenging
behaviour (ie. the environment
and triggers that contribute to its
display), and to navigate together any
escalating stress.
PBS encourages different kinds of
support through stages of behaviour,
sometimes expressed as the ‘traffic
light system’: green (calm and relaxed),
amber (anxious, aroused or distressed),
red (incident), and blue (calming down).

sweettree.co.uk

“The aim of PBS is to keep the
person in the proactive, ‘green’ stage
for as long as possible; to identify
when they are becoming anxious;
and to reduce their anxiety to bring
them back to the first stage,” Sarah
says. “It makes a real difference.”

Sarah Taie
Positive Behaviour
Support and Autism
Service Manager
learningdisabilities@sweettree.co.uk

I Get Around – A positive
approach to behaviour:
1. Being preventative and
proactive: Gary’s route to the seaside
is planned so that it incorporates lots
of familiar landmarks. The route and
its possible traffic stops are printed
on a card for his reference through
the journey, and the trip has been
scheduled for a low-traffic day. Gary
has been given photos of the people
he will be travelling with, and has
been told the details of this enjoyable
day well in advance. The fun to be had
at the seaside is the focus of the drive.
2. Being active in early
intervention: If Gary is beginning to
communicate discomfort during the
car journey, he is reminded of where
he is going, and to look at his route

According to the British Institute
of Learning Disabilities (BILD), it is
estimated that less than 20 per cent
of the people who would benefit
from Positive Behaviour Support are
actually receiving it.
At SweetTree, team members
are trained in Positive Behaviour
Support through the internationallyrecognised PROACT-SCIPr-UK®
program. The approach champions a
‘Positive Range of Options to Avoid
Crisis and use Therapy – Strategies
for Crisis Intervention’.
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When is the right
time to have an
Advance Care
Planning Discussion?

Talking about:
end of life care
Advance Care Planning means talking about how you want to live.

“You have an
opportunity to
capture your
remaining time,
and do with it what
matters most”

“At this time in your life, what
is it that makes you happy? What is
important to you?” “What elements
of care are important to you, and
what would you like to happen in the
future?” “What would you not want
to happen? Is there anything that
you worry about or fear happening?”
These questions are at the core
of what makes up an ‘Advance Care
Planning Discussion’; a conversation
that you and your family can have
with a SweetTree care manager to
plan for your individualised care
based on your needs and wishes and
thereby adding life and quality to
your days.
The conversation is focused on
what you want and don’t want, and can
involve your family, friends, GP, carers,
and any other health workers that you
choose. An Advance Care Planning
discussion informs the creation of an
important and helpful document called
an Advance Care Plan.
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“We want to give people the
best possible care that’s fine-tuned to
suit them,” says SweetTree palliative
care specialist, Polly Landsberg.
“We’ve seen many times how much
an Advance Care Plan enhances the
quality of the care we can deliver
– to the people we care for, but also
to their families because we’ve
understood what is important
to the person.”
All SweetTree palliative care
support team members are trained
and accredited in Gold Standard’s
Framework End of Life Care – an
approach to care that’s recognised
as best practice by the Care
Quality Commission, and which
is empowering people around the
country/UK to take control of their
own end of life decisions. Advance
Care Planning is undertaken as a
part of this Gold Standard approach
to care – in which your wishes are
given priority in determining how
and where your care is delivered.

020 7624 9944

“As early as possible,” Polly
says. “A lot of families find it hard
to recognise when the time is right,
but it is important to speak about
Advance Care while you are well
enough to do it.”
“You have an opportunity to
capture your remaining time, and do
with it what matters most. The time is
never too early to see that your wishes,
priorities, and needs are shared with
your caregivers and family.
“Many people have personal
business to address – conversations
to have or letters to write. Others
want to spend more time with their
families in their final months or days,
listen to the music they love or spend
time with their pets or see places. For
people whose cultural or religious
values are central to their life, it can
be enormously important that these

are discussed, understood and made
known to the carers who will be a
part of their final days.”
While enabling people to remain
in their own homes, SweetTree’s
palliative care service also helps
families to navigate their loved-one’s
end of life and their own feelings of
loss, grief, and loss of control.
“People can be very frightened
about using the words ‘death’ and
‘dying’,” Polly says. “And sometimes
even people who know they are
dying will avoid talking about
their end of life, thinking that they
are protecting their children and
partners from pain.” But without
acknowledging the events to come,
Polly says, family members are given
no opportunity to help someone they
love live how they might choose.
One of SweetTree’s roles is to
connect its clients and their families
to additional professional services in
the community. Discussions about
end of life might inspire further

conversations with extended friends
and family, with counsellors and
pastoral carers, or with solicitors and
public guardians.
“We know what questions to
ask,” Polly says of the Advance Care
Planning process. “We know what
services are out there to help people
have the best possible quality of
life in their final years, months or
weeks, and it’s our job to bring these
services together.”

Polly Landsberg
Care Services Manager
polly.landsberg@sweettree.co.uk

How can I protect my wishes?
The Mental Capacity Act 2005 (MCA)
is a law which asserts that like
everyone else, you have the right to
make your own decisions about your
own care and treatment. If, however,
due to an accident or illness you lack
the mental capacity to make your own
decisions (determined through a formal
capacity assessment), the MCA also
states that care decisions made on
your behalf must be made in your
“best interest”, and that a detailed
process of consultation and
collaboration must be followed
to determine what this means.
In the case that you lack the capacity
to make your own decisions, your
Advance Care Plan – also known as
an Advance Statement – must be

sweettree.co.uk

taken into account by decision-makers
in determining what is in your best
interest. It should be noted however,
that unlike an Advance Decisions to
Refuse Treatment (ADRT) statement
or a Do Not Attempt CardioPulmonary Resuscitation (DNACPR)
form, your Advance Care Plan is not
legally binding.
If you want to ensure that someone
you trust has the legal authority to
participate in deciding what is in
your best interest, you can appoint
a Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA).
There are two types of LPA; one for
financial decisions, and one for health
and welfare decisions. A health and
care decisions attorney can generally
make decisions about things such as

your medical care, your daily routine,
where you are cared for, and your lifesustaining treatment.
To make a Lasting Power of Attorney,
you must choose your attorney (you
can have more than one), fill in the
appropriate forms, pay a registration
fee of £110, and register your LPA with
the Office of the Public Guardian. The
registration process can take up to 10
weeks.
“Don’t underestimate the importance
of setting up an LPA for health and
welfare decisions,” Polly says. “Do
it now. Talk to us at SweetTree and
we can help signpost you in order to
organise these important preparations.”
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Community Focus
SweetTree Fields Farm

Community Living
At SweetTree, we’re passionate about helping you stay in your
own home, and part of our purpose is to help you and your
family find the community services that best allow you to do this.

The therapeutic benefits
of working and learning
in the great outdoors
have been widely
recognised for many
years. Some of these
many benefits include;
better physical health,
improved psychological
health and social skills

Build your care journey with small blocks of
services and adjust them over time to meet
your needs. You can always make changes as
your interests widen, your financial situation
fluctuates, or your care needs change. Look
outside of your immediate area for diversity

of services and be unafraid to test new things.
Request a trial with a service before you commit,
and don’t be afraid to ask lot’s questions! Any
good care service or provider should be happy
to signpost to the community ventures and
organisation’s that can best meet your needs.

Cultivating Confidence
All of our courses are designed to engage, inspire and offer a regular routine in
the great outdoors. Participants are allowed to safely make mistakes and learn

Since 2002 the SweetTree team have provided the

through them! By highlighting individual successes, clients are constantly put

highest quality care and support to clients in their

in situations in which they can attain small, unexpected achievements in tasks

own homes and the community. For some, this may

that they never anticipated. The courses are designed to deliver instant and

be the reassurance and companionship gained from

tangible results for participants to leave with proof of their success.

having a carer visit for a few hours a day and for

• T
 herapeutic care including horticulture and

SweetTree Fields Farm is led by

others it is the specialist support we can provide

farming, pet therapy, cognitive stimulation

SweetTree Farming For All, a not-

for individuals with dementia, learning disabilities,

therapy and more

About us
for-profit organisation providing
training and meaningful experiences
for people with a wide range of

A Care Farm near you

acquired brain injuries, neurological conditions or
palliative care needs.

SweetTree Fields Farm is a beautiful 14-acre care farm and woodland

care and support needs including;

site situated in Mill Hill, North London. It offers a unique range of

learning disabilities, mental health

engaging and inspiring courses and practical training in land and

needs, dementia, physical disabilities,

animal based topics.

live-out

substance dependencies.
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For referrals or further information
please contact Jude Allen:
jude.allen@sweettreefarmingforall.org.uk
or 020 7644 9505

• 2
 4 hour on-call support

020 7624 9944

training programmes for all care team members
• Access to a range of in-house clinical experts

• In-house Admiral Nurse service offering expert
advice, information, and psychological support to
family carers and clients

our clients to lead active and fulfilling lives.
• Bespoke care packages, hourly, daily, live-in and

offending histories, ADHD,
educational exclusion and alcohol/

Through high quality, innovative care, we support

• Accredited induction and advanced dementia

sweettree.co.uk

If you would like an informal chat, further
information on our services or a free care assessment
please give us a call on 020 7624 9944 or email us at
info@sweettree.co.uk
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North London
Coleridge House
2-3 Coleridge Gardens
London NW6 3QH
T 020 7624 9944
E info@sweettree.co.uk
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South West
2 Sheen Road
Richmond
TW9 1AE
T 020 7644 9522
E info@sweettree.co.uk

